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On Thursday afternoon Murrieta Mesa (16-6, 4-0) defeated Vista Murrieta (11-10, 1-3) 3-0 in 
Southwestern League softball. The win sets up a showdown between unbeaten programs next 
week for first place as Great Oak (16-2, 4-0 #9 Div 1) swept their series with Temecula Valley 
this week. Tuesday’s matchup will be in Temecula & Thursday’s at Murrieta Mesa.  

 
After retiring the side in the first inning off a groundout and two strikeouts Murrieta Mesa gave 
themselves an early chance to score against Broncos starter Brita Blanco. After a leadoff 
strikeout from Bella Flexen junior Kelci Hill hit a double and give the Rams their first opportunity 
of the day with runners in scoring position. Presligh Pilon flew out to left field and Kalyn Hill 
grounded out to end the threat. 
 
Vista Murrieta gave themselves a shot to score in their half of the 2nd as they got the leadoff 
hitter aboard with a single from Brie Nowak. Kassy Torres flew out to left field and Pease struck 
out Allie Nowak along with Makayla Jordan to end the threat.  
 
The Rams opened their half of the 2nd inning with consecutive walks from Pease and Jada 
Cody. Breena Anderson struck out as the first batter with runners in scoring position. Lacie Ham 
singled to left and scored Amanda Kubiski who entered as a courtesy runner for Autumn Pease. 
Camile Rivera drew a walk which loaded the bases and Sophia Ruiz entered as a courtesy 
runner. Blanco got herself out of a bases loaded jam by striking out Bella Flexen and inducing a 
pop up from Kelcie Hill.  
 
Aly Montesino struck out and then Jaylon Davis grounded out to begin the Broncos 3rd inning. 
With two outs Amani Bradley tripled to right field giving Vista Murrieta their first opportunity with 
a runner in scoring position. Alesia Denby struck out to end the inning.  
 
Presligh Pilon led off the Rams 3rd with a double to left field. Kelci Hill reached base on an error 
from Denby at shortstop to give Mesa runners on 1st and 2nd with no outs. Pease grounded 
into a fielder's choice advancing Pilon to 3rd. With runners on 1st and 3rd Jada Cody hit a long 
fly ball to the right fielder Ashley Cortez which was caught for a second out. Pilon tagged up 
from 3rd and gave Murrieta Mesa their second run of the game. Breena Anderson flew out to 
Bradley in center field and end the inning.  
 
Both sides were retired in order in the fourth and fifth innings. Kelcie Hill was the only runner to 
reach base via a walk from Blanco. Pease struck out Ashley Cortez, Brie Nowak flew out to right 
field, and Kassy Torres grounded out to end the Bronco fourth. Lacie Ham grounded out, 
Camile Rivera and Bella Flexen both struck out to end the Ram fourth. Pease struck out the 



side in the Vista Murrieta fifth. Two groundouts and a flyout sandwiched around the 
aforementioned walk of Hill would keep the Broncos deficit manageable at 2-0 with 6 outs to go.  
 
In the Vista Murrieta 6th Amani Bradley reached base on a fielding error by Jada Cody. Denby 
lined out to third base and Cortez struck out to end the inning. Cody ,leading off the 6th, would 
redeem herself for the fielding mistake and draw a leadoff walk. Breena Anderson grounded out 
advancing Jada to second. Off a Lacie Ham flyout to right field Cody tagged up and reached 
third. Rivera would single to right scoring Cody before a strikeout from Kubiski ,pinch hitting for 
Flexen, ended the inning.  
 
Vista Murrieta did not go down without a fight as consecutive singles from Jordan, Nowak, and 
Montesino would give the Broncos a bases loaded situation with two outs. Jaylon Davis would 
then strikeout to end the game. Brie Nowak and Kassy Torres would lead off the inning with a 
pop out and strike out respectively before the consecutive singles.  
 
Pease would scatter five hits in a complete game with 13 strikeouts and no walks over 102 
pitches to get the win. I had the chance to chat with her afterwards. She said about the seventh 
inning rally from Vista Murrieta “Sometimes I like to think I’m giving them hope when they string 
together hits like that.” On Tuesday Autumn recorded four strikeouts and allowed one hit in a 
complete game. After a lesson from her private pitching coach the strikeout number went up by 
nine and the senior was grinning from ear to ear when talking about it.  
 
Rams coach Antonio Romero likes where his team is at going into a pivotal series against Great 
Oak next week saying “We’re doing what we need to do to win. Our pitching is going to keep us 
in every game but our timely hitting needs to be better.” About the two division jump after 
winning last year’s Division 3 title he said “We’re not afraid of anyone. In order to be the best 
you have to play the best and so far we’re competitive with every program in Division 1. We’re 
adjusting just fine to the higher level.”  
 
 
 


